Introduction

The document describes how to implement an application allowing an external tool to monitor the memory of the device by the JTAG pins. It uses the JTAG Data Communication (JDC) module to implement this monitor using only JATG pins.

The JDC module captures data into a memory mapped register that can be accessed via IPS for output via JTAG port.

The application is tested and validated using SPC574S60xx target and Lauterbach TRACE32 as external tool but it is valid for all targets with JDC modules listed below:

- SPC574K70xx
- SPC57EM80xx
- SPC574S60xx
- SPC570S50xx
- SPC572L64xx
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1 JTAG Data Communication (JDC)

1.1 Introduction

The JTAG Data Communication (JDC) module provides the capability to move register data between the IPS and JTAG domains. This way facilitates communication between internal resources that access memory mapped register space and an external tool that accesses the JTAG port.

1.2 Overview

The JDC module consists of IPS accessible registers, JTAG accessible registers, and associated logic in order to coordinate movement of data from one register domain to another.

The JDC implements the following IPS data registers, occupying separate memory space:

- 32-bit memory mapped register that can be read or written via IPS (JOUT_IPS), and whose contents are ported out for capture into a JTAG register (JOUT) to be read via the JTAG port.
- 32-bit memory mapped register that can only be read via IPS (JIN_IPS), and whose contents are loaded from a JTAG register (JIN).

In addition to the data registers themselves, logic is implemented to indicate when new data has been shifted in via the JTAG port and is ready to be read from the JIN_IPS register, and when new data has been written to the JOUT_IPS register and is ready to be read via the JTAG port. The state of these flags is captured into a status register (MSR), and also provided to a JTAG register (JOUT) for tool visibility.

The JTAG accessible registers are provided through an instance of the existing JTAGC (JTAG Controller) module.

There is a single bus interface to port register data out to the JTAGC, and a single bus interface to port data in from the JTAGC. The architecture is shown in Figure 1.

---

Figure 1. JDC Architecture

![JDC Architecture Diagram](GAPG1811141132R)
1.3 **JDC Module Registers**

The JDC module has four 32-bit registers.

- **Module Configuration Register (MCR):** The MCR is used to enable the interrupt outputs of the JDC. This register is reset by power-on reset, system destructive reset, and system functional reset. The MCR register fields are:
  - JIN_IEN: JIN Interrupt Enable. [1 asserts; 0 not assert]
  - JOUT_IEN: JOUT Interrupt Enable. [1 asserts; 0 not assert]

- **Module Status Register (MSR):** The MSR holds the JTAG register status and interrupt bits. This register is reset by power-on reset, system destructive reset, and system functional reset. The MSR register fields are:
  - JIN_RDY: JIN Ready (read only)
    - 1: Set when new data is written to the JIN_IPS register
    - 0: Cleared upon software read of JIN_IPS contents via IPS
  - JIN_INT: JIN Interrupt
    - 1: Set when new data is written to the JIN_IPS register
    - 0: Cleared by writing logic 1
  - JOUT_RDY: JOUT Ready (read only)
    - 1: Set when new data is written to the JOUT_IPS register
    - 0: Cleared upon tool read of JOUT register via JTAG port
  - JOUT_INT: JOUT Interrupt.
    - 1: Set when JOUT_RDY bit is cleared by tool reading JOUT register
    - 0: Cleared by writing logic 1

- **JTAG Output IPS Data Register (JOUT_IPS):** Contains JOUT_IPS data. The JOUT_IPS register holds data written via IPS. The JOUT_IPS contents are ported out and captured into the JOUT register to be read via the JTAG port. This register is reset by power-on reset, system destructive reset, and system functional reset.

- **JTAG Input IPS Data Register (JIN_IPS):** Contains JIN_IPS data. Data written to the JTAG input data register (JIN) via the JTAG port is held in the JIN_IPS register, where it can be read via IPS. This register is reset by power-on reset, system destructive reset, and system functional reset.

1.4 **JDC no memory mapped registers definition**

The JDC also implements two JTAG accessible registers that are not memory mapped. One JTAG register is used to shift in data to be placed in the JIN_IPS register. The other JTAG register captures data from the JOUT_IPS register and ready status from the MSR to be shifted out via the JTAG port.

- **JTAG output data register (JOUT):** The JOUT register captures data from the JOUT_IPS register upon execution of the JOUT_READ JTAG instruction. It also holds the JIN_RDY and JOUT_RDY status bits. This register is reset by system destructive reset and JTAG reset.
JOUT JTAG register field descriptions:
- JOUT_IPS: Data value from JOUT_IPS register [32 bit]
- JIN_RDY: State of JIN_RDY bit from MSR
- JOUT_RDY: State of JOUT_RDY bit from MSR

JTAG input data register (JIN): Data is written to the JIN register via JTAG during execution of the JIN_WRITE JTAG instruction. The JIN data is later captured in the JIN_IPS register to be read via IPS. This register is reset by system destructive reset and JTAG reset.

JIN JTAG register field descriptions:
- JIN Data: Contains data to be captured in JIN_IPS register upon exit of Update-DR state when executing WRITE_JIN JTAG instruction.

1.5 Functional description

The JDC module provides the ability to shift in data via the JTAG port and capture that data into a memory mapped register that can be accessed via IPS. It also provides the ability to capture data written to a memory mapped register into a JTAG shift register for output via the JTAG port. An overview of the module functionality is described below.

A software writes to the JOUT_IPS register sets the JOUT_RDY flag bit, that indicates new data is available to be read from the JOUT register via the JTAG port. The state of the JOUT_RDY bit is reflected in the MSR and also ported out to the JOUT register. A JTAG read of the JOUT register via execution of the JOUT_READ instruction with a JOUT_RDY bit whose value is logic 1 indicates the register contains new data. The JOUT_RDY flag bit is cleared upon exit of the Capture-DR JTAG state during execution of the JOUT_READ instruction. Clearing the JOUT_RDY bit indicates to software that a new data value can be written to the JOUT_IPS register.

A JTAG writes to the JIN register via execution of the JIN_READ JTAG instruction updates the contents of the JIN_IPS register upon exit of the Update-DR state. An update of the JIN_IPS register sets the JIN_RDY flag bit, that indicates new data is available to be read via IPS. The state of the JIN_RDY bit is reflected in the MSR register and also ported out to the JOUT register. The JIN_RDY flag bit is cleared upon software read of the JIN_IPS register. A JTAG reads of the JOUT register with a JIN_RDY value of logic 0 indicates that new data can be written to the JIN register.

1.6 JTAG register access

The JDC block implements the IEEE 1149.1-2001 defined instructions listed in Table 1. This section gives an overview of each instruction; refer to the IEEE 1149.1-2001 standard for more details. All undefined opcodes are reserved.
Table 1. JTAG instructions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructions</th>
<th>Code[4:0] instructions</th>
<th>Instruction summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reserved</td>
<td>00001</td>
<td>Factory debug reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOUT_READ</td>
<td>00010</td>
<td>Selects JOUT data register. Data from JOUT_IPS is captured into JOUT data register upon entry to Capture-DR state while JOUT_READ is active.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIN_WRITE</td>
<td>01110</td>
<td>Selects JIN data register. Data from JIN is captured into JIN_IPS upon exit of Update-DR state while JIN_WRITE is active.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYPASS</td>
<td>11111</td>
<td>Selects bypass register for data operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved</td>
<td>All other opcodes</td>
<td>Decoded to select bypass register</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 Application: memory monitor using JDC module

2.1 Overview

This application note describes how to use the JDC module to implement a memory monitor. To do this, the application implemented uses JOUT_IPS register to get out the data and the JOUT Flag of MSR register to synchronize the external tool.

2.2 Implementation

The memory monitored is a 10 elements buffer of 8 bits. The application transfers the content of each element of the buffer into the JOUT_IPS register and waits for the tool read the data. When the tool read the data, the JOUT_INT (JOUT interrupt) occurs. At this point the application can put a new data into JOUT_IPS register.

Following the buffer used by application:

- uint8_t *buffer[MAX_BUFFER];//Buffer containing the RAM variable address to monitor
- uint32_t nbuffer = 0;//buffer index used to indicate the next element to send

The first step consists of enabling of the JOUT interrupt:

- JDC.MCR.B.JOUT_IEN = 0x1; //Enable JOUT Interrupt
- INT_IRQ_INIT(JDC_JOUT_INT, JDC_JOUT_INT_PRIORITY); //Set priority for JDC JOUT interrupt

The second step consists of setting first time the JOT_IPS register to activate the process monitor:

- JDC.JOUT_IPS.R = *(buffer[nbuffer]);

The code below is the ISR (Interrupt Service Routine) executed each time the JOUT_INT occurs:

```c
void JDC_JOUT_ISR(void)
{
    JDC.MSR.R = 0x1;//Clear JOUT interrupt flag;
    nbuffer++;//Increase buffer index counter
    if (nbuffer == MAX_BUFFER)//Check if buffer index counter reach the MAX_BUFFER value
    {
        nbuffer = 0;//reset buffer index counter
    }
    JDC.JOUT_IPS.R = *(buffer[nbuffer]); //update JOUT register value
}
```
2.3 Application environment

The environment used to test the application consists of:

- Target: SPC574S60L5
- Mini-module: SPC574SADPT144S
- Motherboard: SPC57XXMB
- External tool: Lauterbach TRACET32

*Figure 2* shows the environment used.

**Figure 2. Application schema**

2.4 Lauterbach TRACE32

Lauterbach TRACE32 is the external tool used to implement the application. TRACE32 allows showing the data received by JDC using a terminal windows.

*Table 1* reports the commands of TRACE32 allowing to open and configure a terminal window to show the data.
The step needs to execute the application is described following:

- Start Laurerbach TRACET32
- Load the application image in flash of the target using the Lauterbach script `SPC574s.cmm` available on installation folder of TRACET32 (`.T32\demo\powerpc\flash`)
- Execute the TRACE32 commands to open and configure the terminal windows in the following sequence:
  1. TERM.RESet
  2. TERM.METHOD DCC
  3. TERM.Mode HEX
  4. TERM.view
- Run the application.

_Figure 3_ shows the windows terminal opened showing the data sent by the target using JDC module and a dump of the part of memory containing the buffer transferred by JDC module. As it is possible to observe, the data transferred continuously (a group is circled in red) in the terminal windows correspond to the data read dumping the memory (circled in red in dump window).
Figure 3. TRACE32 Terminal window
2.5 Further developments

Another possible solution is to use the eDMA module to access the memory with the minimal intervention from the core.

The eDMA module is a highly programmable data transfer engine and it is used to transfer data from crossbar switch to IPS bus.

The crossbar switch connects bus masters and bus slaves using a hardware interconnect matrix. DMA is Xbar master and RAM controller is Xbar slave.

The PRAM controller (PRAM CTL) acts as an interface between the system bus and the dedicated RAM array interface.

Figure 4. Memory access using eDMA architecture
Main file code example:

```c
#ifndef PLATFORM_TYPEDEFSH
#define PLATFORM_TYPEDEFSH
#include "typedefs.h"
#endif

#include "SPC574S60L.h"

#include "spc57_init.h"

/**************************
** Macros and Prototypes ***
****** Macros and Prototypes ******
void JDC_Init(void);
#define INT IRQ INIT(irq_number, priority)INTC.PSR[irq_number].R = 0x8000 | priority;
#define JDC JOUT_INT 675
#define JDC JOUT_INT_PRIORITY 10
#define MAX BUFFER 10

/**************************
** Variables **********/
//Buffer containing the RAM variable address to monitor
uint32_t buffer[MAX BUFFER] = {0x30, 0x31, 0x32, 0x33, 0x34, 0x35, 0x36, 0x37, 0x38, 0x39};
uint32_t nbuffer = 0;//buffer index

//Main function
void main(void)
{
    JDC_Init(); //Init JDC

    INT IRQ INIT(JDC JOUT_INT, JDC JOUT_INT_PRIORITY ); //Set priority for JDC JOUT interrupt

    JDC JOUT IPS.R = buffer[nbuffer]; //Set first time JOUT register to activate monitor process
}
```

---

**Appendix A  Source code example**

Main file code example:

```c
#ifndef PLATFORM_TYPEDEFSH
#define PLATFORM_TYPEDEFSH
#include "typedefs.h"
#endif

#include "SPC574S60L.h"

#include "spc57_init.h"

/**************************
** Macros and Prototypes ***
****** Macros and Prototypes ******
void JDC_Init(void);
#define INT IRQ INIT(irq_number, priority)INTC.PSR[irq_number].R = 0x8000 | priority;
#define JDC JOUT_INT 675
#define JDC JOUT_INT_PRIORITY 10
#define MAX BUFFER 10

/**************************
** Variables **********/
//Buffer containing the RAM variable address to monitor
uint32_t buffer[MAX BUFFER] = {0x30, 0x31, 0x32, 0x33, 0x34, 0x35, 0x36, 0x37, 0x38, 0x39};
uint32_t nbuffer = 0;//buffer index

//Main function
void main(void)
{
    JDC_Init(); //Init JDC

    INT IRQ INIT(JDC JOUT_INT, JDC JOUT_INT_PRIORITY ); //Set priority for JDC JOUT interrupt

    JDC JOUT IPS.R = buffer[nbuffer]; //Set first time JOUT register to activate monitor process
```
while(1){  //Main loop
}

/*************************************************************************/
/*  Function: void JDC_Init(void)*/
/*  */
/*************************************************************************/
void JDC_Init(void)
{
    JDC.MCR.B.JOUT_IEN = 0x1;//Enable JOUT Interrupt;
}

/*************************************************************************/
/*  Function: void JDC_JOUT_ISR(void)*/
/*  */
/*************************************************************************/
void JDC_JOUT_ISR(void)
{
    JDC.MSR.R = 0x1;//Clear JOUT interrupt flag;
    nbuffer++; //Increase buffer index counter
    if (nbuffer == MAX_BUFFER)//Check if buffer index counter reach the
        MAX_BUFFER value
    {
        nbuffer = 0;//reset buffer index counter
    }
    JDC.JOUT_IPS.R = buffer[nbuffer];//update JOUT register value
}
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